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Abstract 
Polat, N., Similarity and asymmetrization of trees, Discrete Mathematics 109 (1992) 221-238. 
An asymmetrizing set of a tree T is a set A of vertices of T such that the identity is the on!y 
automorphism of T which stabilizes A. The similarity (resp. asymmetrizing) number of T is 
the cardinality of the set of orbits of subsets of vertices (resp. asymmetrizing sets) of T. We 
study these two numbers for various kinds of trees; and, extending a result of [2] about trees 
without endpoints, we characterize the trees T which have, as well as other nice properties, an 
asymmetrizing (resp. similarity) number equal to 2tTi. 
Introduction 
Given a tree T, a set A of vertices of T is said to be asymmetrizing if the 
identity is the only automorphism of T which stabilizes A. The similarity number 
s(T) (resp. asymmetrizing number a(T)) of T is the cardinality of the set of orbits 
of subsets of vertices (resp. asymmetrizing sets) of T. In [2], Polat and Sabidussi 
investigated the asymmetrizing problem for trees, i.e., to determine whether a 
tree has an asymmetrizing set. This study was continued and improved by the first 
author in [4]. 
In order to obtain an asymmetrizing set of a tree T the natural approach is to 
root T at some vertex w and try to construct an asymmetrizing set of the rooted 
tree (T, w). The similarity number s,(T) and the asymmetrizing number a,(T) of 
(T, w) are then defined by substituting the stabilizer G,,, of w to the group of all 
automorphisms of T in the definitions of s(T) and a(T), respectively. The main 
part of [2] dealt with trees that have no endpoints, i.e., which are the union of 
their double rays (two-way infinite paths). It was shown that such a tree T is 
asymmetrizable, i.e., has an asymmetrizing set, if and only if its asymmetrizing 
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number is 21Ti, and equivalently if the asymmetrizing number of T rooted at any 
of its vertices is also 2 ITi- furthermore a very simple characterization of those ,
asymmetrizable trees was given. In [4] the general case of trczs containing a ray 
(one-way infinite path) was solved, essentially by reducing this case to that of 
rayless trees. 
In Section 2 of this paper we improve some results of [2] and [4], in particular 
by studying anlogous properties for the similarity number. Section 3, which is the 
main one of this work, deals with a-maximum and s-maximum trees, that is trees 
which have the same nice properties, for the asymmetrizing number, or analogous 
properties for the similarity .mmber, as the trees without en&points. More 
precisely, a tree T is a-maximum (resp. wraximum) if, for any vertex w and any 
neighbor x of w, a,( T(x)) =- 2’T(x)’ (resp. s,(T(x)) = 217(r)‘), where T(x) denotes 
the subtree induced by w and the G,,.-orbits of the vertices a_~ with respect to 
the natural order associated with w. An endpoint-free tree is then asymmetriz- 
able if and only if it is a-maximum; and the characterization of the a-maximum 
trees is almost as simple as that of the asymmetrizable ndpoint-free trees. The 
characterization of s-maximum trees, though very similar, is a little bit more 
technical, and its proof needs more set theoretic properties. 
1. Notation anal definitions 
The terminology and notation will be for the most part that used in [2]. 
1.1. Each ordinal cy is defined as the set of ordinals less then CY. Given a set X 
and a cardinal (i-e ., an initial ordinal) n, we denote by 1x1 the cardinality of X, 
by [X]” the set of all subsets of X of cardinality n, by r(n) the set of cardinals 
dn, and ti := IT(n 
1.2. Throughout, T will be a (finite or infinite) free. We denote its vertex set by 
V, occasionally by V(T). The set of neighbors of x e V will be Jenoted by 
V(x; T). If T’ is a subgraph of T, we denote by T\T’ the subgraph of T which 
consists of the edges of T not bc!on@ng to T’, together with their incident 
vertices. 
A ray is a l-way infinite path, a double ray a 2-way infinite path. T is rayless if 
it contains no ray. A tree containing a ray but no double ray (i.e., having exactly 
one end in the sense of Halin [ 11) will be called one-ended. 
Given a tree T, the core rp;E of T is defined as follows: if T is rayless, then 
T, = 0; if T is one-ended, then 7’, is an arbitrary (but fixed) ray starting at some 
endpoint of T: if T has a double ray, then T* is the union of all double rays. Note 
that any one-ended tree has an endpoint. If T, # 0, then, for x E V(7’*), T” will 
denote the component of T\ T, containing x if x E V( T\ TX), and {x} otherwise. 
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1.3. Given a rooted tree (T, w) denote by 6, the natural partial order on V in 
whichwistheleastelement.ForA~Vandx-~VputA(,:={y~A:x~,y}. 
By TX we denote the subtree of T induced by V IX. With this notation, 
A IX =A n I-‘(c). U X := V(x; T) IX = V(x; TX) is the set of upper neighbors of x. 
Of course, U,, = V(w; T). Every x E V\(w) has a unique lower neighbor, i.e., a 
vertex v such that x E Q,. 
The distance of a vertex x E V to the root w will be called the height of x, 
denoted by h(x). For n 20 put HII := (x E: V: h(x) = n}. 
1.4. By Aut T we denote the automorphism group of T. If G is a subgroup of 
Aut T and A c V then the G-similarity day.? (i.e.. C;-orbs 1 of A is G[A] := 
{aA: CTE G}. TWO subsets A, B of V are G-s&nilu: if LgfA] = G[B], i.e., if there 
is a CJ E G such that aA = B. G-similarity of two vertices x, y E V is defined 
analogously. If G = Aut T the reference to G will be omitted. The term ‘similarity 
class of T’ will be used to mean ‘(Aut T)-similarity class of some subset of V’. 
The similarity number of T, denoted by s(T), is the cardinality of the set of all 
similarity classes of T, 
s(T) := I{G[A]: A c V}l, where G = Aut T. 
The stabilizer of a set A E V is the group Aut( T, A) : = {CT E Aut T: CJA = A}. A 
is stable if Aut( T, A) = Aut T. We shall say that A is an asymmetrizing set of T if 
Aut(T, A) consists of the identity alone. By d(T) we denote the set of 
asymmetrizing sets of T. T is asymmetrizable if it has an asymmetrizing set. Note 
that Aut( T, V \A) = Aut(T, A) for any A c V. Hence the complement of an 
asymmetrizing set is likewise asymmetrizing. 
The asymmetrizing number of T, denoted by a(T), is the maximum number of 
mutually nonsimilar asymmetrizing subsets of V, in other words, 
a(T) := I{G[A]: A E .d(T)}I, where G = Aut T. 
It is immediate from the definitions that a(T) d s(T) d 21T’. 
1.5. Given a rooted tree (T, w) its automorphism group is Aut(T, w) := 
{a E Aut T: uw = w}, i.e., the stabilizer of {w}. We shall usually write Gw for 
Aut( T, w). The various concepts introduced in 1.4 can be transferred to rooted 
trees by relativization to G,. Thus, two vertices or sets of vertices are similar in 
(T, w) if they are G,-similar in T; a similarity class of (T, w) is the G,-similarity 
class of some subsets of V. The similarity number of (T, w) is 
s,(T) := ({G,[A]: A E V}l. 
A E V is an asymmetrizing set of (T, w) if Gw, fl Aut(T, A) = 1. By Z&,(T) we 
denote the set of asymmetrizing sets of (T, w). (T, w) is asymmetrizable if
S&,(T) # 8. The asymmetrizing number of (T, w) is 
a,,,(T) := I{G,,,[A]: A E d,(T)}I. 
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For x E V we abbreviate s,(Q, aX( Tr) and &( 7.;) by S(X), a(x) and d(x), 
respectively. Notice that, if w is a fixed point of T, then G,,. = Aut T, hence 
s(T) =s,(T) and a(T) = a,(T). 
In some results we will have to consider only sets of vertices which do not 
contain the root w, so we put 
s;(T):= ({G,,.[A]:A s V\{w)}( 
and 
a;(T):= I{G,JA]: A E S&,(T) and w $A)J. 
In a rooted tree no set of vertices can be similar to its complement; hence 
s,(T) = 2s;( T) and a,(T) = 2a;(T). 
Let x E V\{w}. The multiplicity of x in (T, w) is 
m(x) := IG&] n &I, 
where v is the unique lower neighbor of x. Clearly, G,,.-similar vertices have the 
same multiplicity. 
Observe that o]A IX]= (aA)lax for any x E V, A E V, o E G,. Hence two upper 
neighbors x, y of a vertex u are similar in (T, w) if and only if (TX, x) and ( TY, y) 
are isomorphic (as rooted trees). This means that the multiplicity m(x) counts 
how many times the tree (T,, x) appears among the upper neighbors of u. Finally, 
if x E V(w; T) we denote by T(x) the subtree of T induced by {w} U 
u G,.[WX 
2. PreIImlnary re!dts 
In this section we recall several results of [2,4], and give new ones which, on 
the one hand are the analogues for the similarity number of some of these papers, 
and on the other hand are useful for the proofs of the main results in Section 3. 
Remark 2.1. If (T, w) is an asymmetrizable rooted tree, then m(x) d a(x) for any 
x E V\(w). 
Theorem 2.2. Givepr a rooted tree (T, w), let (Mi: i E I) be the set of G,-similar@ 
classes of the neighbors of W. For each i E I let mi = IMJ, a, = a(x), si = s(x) and 
z= T(X), x E Mip and C(i = min{m,, Si)- Then: 
(i) the asymmetrizing number of (T, w) is 
a,(T) = 2 n a;(K) 
IEI 
with, for i E I, 
a,(?;) = I[aj]“ll, that is or c 
according as ai is ,finite or not (m, s ai). 
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(ii) t!le similarity number of (T, w) is 
s,(T) = 2 n s&9 
iEI 
with, for i E I, 
s,(K) = ( Si + tni - I 1 or (K’Si)“, \ 4 
according as si and mi are both finite or not. 
Proof. Part (i) is Theorem 2.3 of (21. We prove (ii), which was already almost 
done by Proposition 4.7 of [2]. Each & is stable under Gw, and clearly 
s,(T) = l&e/s;(T). It therefore suffices to calculate s;(T) for any i E 1. 
Given A c V(K), i E I, define an equivalence relation -A on Mi by x -A y if 
and only if A Ix is G,,.-similar to A I,.. Call the cardinal numbers of the -,-classes 
the multiplicities associated with A,. 
Since the trees (TX, x) for x F Mi are isomorphic, the definition of -A can be 
restated as follows. Choose a reference vertex u E Mi. Then x -A y if and only if 
o]A Ix1 and QA I,1 are similar in ( T4, u) for some (or equivalently: for any) 
O, t E G,,. such that OX = u = ry. Thus each -A -class corresponds to a different 
similarity class of ( xd, u). Call these similarity classes the trace of A on (T,, u). 
Denote the set of Aut(T,, u)-similarity classes of (KJ, u) by Ci- It is clear from 
the preceding that the Aut(K, w)-similarity class of a set A E V(K) may be 
identified with the function f, defined on C’, which for each similarity class y E Ci 
counts the number of vertices x E Mi for which A Ix is of similarity type y. The 
support off is the trace of A, and the non-zero values off are the multiplicities 
associated with A. Thus the sum of the values of f, S,, equals mi. Hence 
s,(z)=IFI, where F={f ~r(mi)?S’=mi). 
Case 1: si and mi are jkite. 
IFI is then the number of mi-selections from Ci, thus 
s,( Ti) = ( Si+t?li-1 > . mi 
Case 21 Sic CO <mi. 
Since S, = mi 2 W > Si, there is ‘/’ E Ci such that f(y) = mi. Thus, since mi is 
infinite and Si is finite, ~,(~)=Si~-'=(Si~i)". 
Case 3: Si is infinite. 
This is Proposition 4.9 of [2]. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose a fixed-point-free tree T has a fixed edge e = [u, v]. 
Then : 
(0 a,(T) = minxEva,( 
(ii) a(T) = (“;,“‘) or a,(T), 
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according as a,(t) is finite or infinite: 
(iii) s,(T) = min,,AT); 
(iv) s(T) = ( vst”~’ + ‘) or s,(t), 
according as s,(T) is finite or infinite. 
(i) and (ii) are Proposition 2.5 of ]2]; and with essentially the same proof one 
gets (iii) and (iv). 
As shown in Section 3 of [2], the first parts of the two preceding resuhs give a 
polynomial algorithm for calculating the asymmetrizing number of finite trees. 
We can easily see, using the second parts of these results, that obvious 
modifications of this algorithm give a polynomial algorithm for calculating the 
similarity number of finite trees. 
Theorem 2.4 [4,4.6]. Let T be a tree containing a double ray, such that (TX, x) is 
asymmetrizable for every x E V(T,); and let w E V(T,). The fcllowing are 
equivalent : 
(i) (T, w) is asymmetrizable; 
(ii) T is asymmetrizable ; 
(iii) a,(T) = n a,(T”); 
XGV(T.1 
(iv) a(T) = n a,(T”); 
XEV(T.) 
69 m(x) s n a,(Ty) for every x E V(T,)\{w}. 
yEv(T.nT,) 
2.5. The following particular case of 2.4, which is fundamental for the next 
section, is also the sum of different results of Section 4 of [2]. It deals -with 
upward extendable trees, i.e., trees which are (essentially) equal to their core. 
More m*Plr;r-l-- r. ,clJcly, a rooted tree T is upward extendable if it has the following 
equivalent properties: 
(i) LT,#BforanyxEV; 
(ii) either T has no endpoint or w is the only endpoint of T; 
(iii) every vertex of T lies on a ray originating at w. 
Corollary 2.6. Let (T, w) be an upward extendable tree. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) ( T, w ) is asymmetrizable ; 
(ii) T is asymmetrizable; 
(iii) a,(T) = 21T’ (=s,(T)); 
(iv) a(T) = 21T’ (=s(T)); 
(v) m(x) d 217,’ for every x E V\(w). 
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A simple consequence of this result is that if (T, w) is an upward extendable 
tree, then a(T) = a,,,(T) (’ I.e., 0 or 2’9. We will now show that this also holds for 
the similarity number, i.e., s(T) = s,(T). The principal tool for that will be the 
concept of dilatation, which was already used for dealing with asymmetrizing sets 
in upward extendable trees. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (T, w) be an upward extendable tree, and f : o + o a strictly 
increasing function. For any subset A of V let Af be the dilatation of A by f, i.e., 
where H,, is the set of vertices of height n. Then: 
(i) the map A HA, is one-one; 
(ii) OAf = @A), for any (7 E G,; 
(iii) two subsets A and B of V are G,-similar if and only if so are their 
dilatations Af and B, 
Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) are Lemma 4.1 of [2]. (iii) is an immediate 
consequence of (ii), since for (3 E Gw, aA = B if and only if (cJA)~ = Br , thus if 
and only if OAf = BP Cl 
Proposition 2.8. Let (T, w) be an upward extendable tree. Then s(T) = s,(T). 
Proof. Clearly s(T) 6 s,(T). We prove the converse. Note that s,(T) = s,(T), 
since s,(T) is infinite. Let 9 be a set of pair-wise non-G,,,-similar subsets of 
V \ { w}, with ]9’l= s,(T). We apply dilatation using the function f such that 
f(n) = 3n. For A c V let 
&=Af U (w} ‘k! !/(w; T). 
By the dilatation all distances in T are multiplied by 3. This implies that Af and 
w can be recognized within if by the following invariant description: 
w is the unique vertex ‘“_Af whose neighborhood in T is contained in A,; 
Af={x~~~V(x;T)nA,=O). 
Now let A, B c V, ant; (J E Aut T. Then oK~ = Ff if and only if @, = Bfand 
crw = w, thus, by 2.6 (iii) if and only if oA = B and (TW = w. Hence A, and Br are 
similar if and only if A and B are G,-similar. Therefore {A/: A E 9) is a set of 
pair-wise nonsimilar subsets of V. Thus s(T) 3 lYl= s,(T). 0 
2.9. We will now prove the analogue of Theorem 4.2 of [4] for the similarity 
number. Following what was done in [2], the vertex set of a one-ended tree Twill 
be endowed with the partial order defined by 
A.&y if and only if R,cI?,,, 
where, for a vertex x, R, denotes the unique ray of T which starts at x. 
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Theorem 2.10. Let T be a one-ended tree, and R = ( wo, wl, . . . ) a ray of T. 
Then : 
and 
0) = s,,(T) = p, swt,(TA 
3 
a,,(T) = n aW,,(XJ9 
nz=o 
where, for n b 0, T, denotes the component Twn of T \ R containing w,,. 
Furthermore a(T) = a,,,(T) f i w. is a fixed point when T is not fixed-point free. 
Proof. We introduce a few notations. For n 2 0: 
TS, is the subtree of T induced by the set of vertices %v,; 
I-;&! := k_&J(T,+,(x): x E U&+.“+,\Gw”+,[wJ); 
T;I := T:,= I;,; 
S R :=s,JT,), sl, :=s,(TA), si :=s,(T~), and m, := IGw~+,[wn]l. 
Notice that 
s(T) d sw,,( T) = n s, 
n2=O 
since the ray R is fixed by any element of Gw,,. For the same reason, if A is an 
asymmetrizing set of (T, wo) tileri, for any n 2 0, A n V( TJ E .P&( T,); and 
converxly any set lJnaO A, with A, E sP,(T,), n s 0, is an asymmetrizing set of 
(T, ~0). Hence a,,(T) = I-l,,, a,,. 
It remains to prove that s(T) = sw,,(T), since the second equality a(T) = a,,(T) 
is Theorem 3.1 of [4]. The proof is essentially the same. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: s, is finite for every n 3 0. 
Then s,,,(T) = II,,,, s, = 2”, since any similarity number is 22. On the other 
hand s(T) 2 2”, since two different subsets of V(R) are clearly nonsimilar. Hence 
s(T) =s,,(T) = 2”. 
Case 2: s, is infinite for some n 2 0. 
Then there is p such that sl, is infinite for every n up. Without loss of 
generality we can suppose that s; is infinite for any n. We will prove that 
s(T) 2 l-l naO~n. We define by induction sets dn and !Bn of cardinality sl, and s, of 
pairwise nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of (T;,, w,) and (T,, w,J, respectively. 
Since so = s; is infinite, there are two disjoint sets J& and 3, or cardinality so 
such that their union is a set of pair-wise nonsimilar sets of vertices of (1;,, w(,). 
Suppose that Z& and 9Q are defined for some n 2 0. Let %$ be a set of cardinality 
sZ+, of pairwise nonsimilar sets of vertices of (TL + i ) w.!,~). 
Ifm,= 1 then s,+~ =si+,; let: 
&4 ,+,:={AUC:Ae.& and C&&n>, 9&+,:=9$. 
Assume now that m, > 1. Since si is infinite, sk+, = sl+ I. a;, where mn := 
(my - s:)~~ and pn : = min{ m,, s:). clearly cu,, = (m7’; - s;)~; where rn:, : = m, - 1, 
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and cl:* :=min{nlL, &}. For every x E GWn+,[w,] denote by a, an element of GWmt, 
such that a,(~,,) =x. Since I.&l = s:, is infinite, and by Theorem 2.2(ii) and the 
properties of cu,, there is a family (f5,n)E+n of functions from G,+,[w,,] - {wn} 
into s8, - {A,,} for some A, E d,,. such that the elements of the family 
(U {axO&.n(-+ x (5 w%l - bJDEern are pairwise nonsimilar. Finally let 
9 n := 1 U {ox oM4: x E Gwn+,[wd - hJ> and 5 < ~2, 
d n+l := {A,, U C U D: C E %n and D E 9&}, 
9 ,+,:={CUD:CE%~ and DEBn}. 
In both cases J&,+~ and 93n+l are then sets of cardinality sA+, and s,,+ 1 of 
pairwise nonsimilar sets of vertices of (T:,,,, w,+~) and (7’,,+1, w,,+& respectively. 
Consider two sets of the form B := UnZo B, and B’ := UnaO BA, where 
B,, B;, E 9?,, for n 2 0. Suppose that these sets are similar, i.e., that a(B) = B’ for 
some automorphism o of T. Then o(B,) = BI, since a( Bo) z V( TJ by the 
definitions of ,s& and 9?(,. Thus B. = B; by the nonsimiliarity of two different 
elements of %&. I-Ience a(~,,) = w O, and this implies that o fixes the ray R. 
Therefore, for any n 2 0, a(B,) = B;, thus B, = B;, since the elements of 99,, are 
nonsimilar. Hence B = B’. Consequently 
Therefore 
And this completes the proof. Cl 
3. a-maximum trees and s-maximum trees 
For infinite trees, the most satisfactory situation is that of the upward 
extendable trees which satisfy condition (v) of Corollary 2.6. For those trees, the 
asymmetrizing number and the similarity number are both ‘maximum’, that is 
they are equal to the cardinality of the set of all subsets of vertices. Besides, for 
such a tree Z”, those strong properties are clearly shared by the subtree T(x), for 
any vertex x of 7’. Though far from being general, this particular situation is also 
that of several other kinds of trees, as will be shown in this section. 
Definition 3.1. A tree T is said to be a-maximum (resp. s-maximum) if for any 
vertex w and any neighbor x of w, a,(T(x)) = 21T(x)1 (resp. s,(T(x)) = 2’T’““). 
Remarks 3.2. (1) If T is a-maximum then T is s-maximum. 
(2) If T is a-maximum (resp. s-maximum), then a,(T) = 21T’ (resp. s,(T) = 
21T’) for any vertex w of T. 
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proof. Assume that T is a-maximum. Let {A.$: x E Mi) be the set of G,,.- 
similarity classes of the neighbors of w. By Theorem 2.2(i), a,(T) = 2&l a;( 7J 
where K = T(x), x E i& Since T is a-maximum, a;(T) = fa,( T) = 42”’ = 2”-‘“‘. 
Thus 
aw(T) = 2 n 2’734 = 21+h172-W’ = 217-i. 
iel 
The proof is exactly the same for s,(T) when T is s-maximum. Cl 
We will immediately state the main result of this paper, the proof of which is 
rather long and requires several lemmas. 
Theorem 3.3. A tree T is a-maximum (resp. s-maximum) if and only if, for any 
vertex w and any neighbor x of w, if TX is finite then m(x) = 1, and if TX is infinite 
then m(x) d 21T,’ (resp. m(x) s 21T,’ or m(X)2’rX’ = 2”‘“)). 
Remark 3.4. The last formula, which is a bit esoteric, becomes clearer when 
assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH): 
Assuming GCH, if c is infinite and m(x) > 21T,‘, then m(x)“l” = 2m(X) if and 
only if m(x) = m,(,) and cf(m(x)) d 21T,’ (where cf(m(x)) denotes the cofinality of 
the cardinal m(x)). 
Proof. Let m := m(x) and n := 21T,‘. Then m = W, and cf(m) S n imply m = m 
and m” = 2”, thus rir” = 2”. Conversely if fin = 2m, then fi =m and cf(m)<n. 
Besides mti d m d om since m is infinite, thus m = arm since ki = m. Cl 
3.5. In order to prove Theorem 3.3 we will introduce the following notations. Let 
T be a tree, and w a vertex of T. We will write am( T, w) (resp. sm( T, w)) if, for 
any x E V \ {w}, if T, is finite then m(x) = 1, and if TX is infinite then m(x) 6 21T,’ 
(resp. m(x) C 21T,’ or $7) 2’7;’ =2”‘“)). Furthermore, we will write am(T) (resp. 
sm( T)) if am( T, w) (resp. sm( T, w)) for every vertex w of T; that is if and only 
if, for any vertex w and any neighbor x of w, if TX is finite then m(x) = 1, and if TX 
is infinite then m(x) =S 21T,’ (resp. m(x) s 21T,’ or mu)““’ = 2)“@)). 
Theorem 3.3 can then be restated: T is a-maximum (resp. s-maximum) if and 
only if am(T) (resp. sm(T)). 
3.6. If T is a finite tree, and w any vertex of T, then the following conditions are 
clearly equivalent: (i) a,(?‘) = 21T’; (ii) 0~ d,(T); (iii) Aut(T, w) = 1; 
(iv) s,(T) = 21T’; (v) m(x) = 1 for any x E V\(w). 
3.7. If T is a-maximum, then am(T). 
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Proof. Let w E V and x E V(w; T). If T; is a-maximum, then T(x) is asymmetriz- 
able; hence m(x) d a(x) d 2 IT,‘, by 2.1. If TX is finite, then so is m(x), thus T(x) is 
finite with a,(T(x)) = 2 ITtx)‘: hence m(x) = 1, by 3.6. 0 
3.8. If T is s-maximum, then sm(T). 
Proof. Let w E V and x E V(w; T). If T is s-maximum, then s :=s,(T(x)) = 
21T(x)t . By 3.6 we are done if T(x) is finite. Assume that T(x) is infinite. 
Suppose that s(x) d 21T,’ <m(x), then IT(x)/ = m(x) ICI = m(x), thus 
s= 2”‘“’ . (1) 
On the other hand, by 2.2(ii), s = (mT)s(x))MX) where p(x) = min{m(x), s(x)}, 
thus 
s = (mT)s(x))“(“) = mTj(x) (2) 
Therefore, by (1) and (2), 
24x1 = mTJ(x) < Itz(x)21T,’ c mT)m(xi = 2ff0), 
hence 
m(x;“” = 2m(x). 
(3) 
Therefore sm(T) since c is infinite. Indeed, if G was finite, then (3) would 
implie 2”‘“) = rn-); but as this is impossible, we should have m(x) 6 21T,‘; thus 
m(x) would be finite, and so T(x), a contradiction with the assumption. 0 
3.9. Let T be an infinite rayless tree, and w a vertex of T. If am(T, w) (resp. 
sm(T, w)), then a,(T) = 21T’ (resp. s,(T) = 21T’). 
Proof. (i) Assume that am(T). Let {Mi: i E I} be the set of G,,,-similarity classes 
of the neighbors of w. We wiil use the following notations: Ifin := {i E I: TX finite, 
x E M;}; Iinf:= I\&,; and for x E M;, m; := m(x), s; :=s(x), a; := a(x), T := T(X), 
and K; := 1Kl. 
(a) We first prove that I = lfin implies aw(T) = 21T’. 
By am(T), m(x) = 1 for any x E V\(w). Thus, for any i E I, on the one hand 
m; = 1, and on the other hand a; = 2”l by 3.6 since K; is finite. Therefore, by 
2.2(i), 
a,(T) = 2 n (T) = 2 n ai = 2 n 2”1= 2(1+Clef4) = 21TI. 
iEI id iEl 
(b) We now prove that, if ai = 2K1 for any i E linf, then a,(T) = 21T’. 
Let Tfin : = LJiE,fi, T and Tinf :=U;EJl”, T. By 2.2(i) 
a,(T) = 2 n a;(T) - n a;(T) = 2 - $ a,( Tk) * ‘z a,(L) 
iE&, i E Cnf 
= 4 a,(L) l a,(L). 
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On the one hand, by (a), a,(&) = 2 lThn’. On the other hand, by am(T) and 
the hypothesis, mi Q 2K1 = ai for any i E linr- Thus 
Consequently a,(T) = 2’r’. 
(c) Assume that a,(T) < 2 “I We define by induction the following sequence . 
&Jnso. Let x0 : = w. Suppose that x,, is defined for some n 2 0, such that TX” is 
infinite with a(x,) < 21T,J. By (b) there exists a vertex x~+~ E V(x,,, T,) such that 
T,,,, is infinite with a(x,+,) < 2’T,n+f’. Then (x0, x1, . . . ) is a ray; a contradiction, 
since T is rayless by hypothesis. 
(ii) Assume now sm( T). The proof is essentially the same as (i). We will only 
sketch the principal steps. 
(a) I = Ifin implies s,(T) = 2’? Same as (i)(a). 
(b) If si = 2K’ for any i E linf, then S,(T) = 21T’. 
By 2.2(ii) s,(T) = $s,(TE,)s,( Tinf)- By (a), s,(Tfi,) = 21qn’. On the other hand, by 
sm( T) and the hypothesis, mi > 2K implies es; = Znf. Thus, if /Xi = min{m,, si}, 
Hence by 2.2(ii), 
Consequently s,(T) = 21T’. 
(c) Same as (i)(c). Cl 
3.10. If T k an infinite rayless tree such that am(T) (resp. sm( T)), then 
a(T) = 2’T’ (resp. s(T) = 2’T’). 
Proof. Suppose am(T). T has a fixed element, since it is rayless (see 131). Let w 
be a fixed vertex of T, or an endpoint of the fixed edge of T, according to 
whether ‘i” has a fixed point or not. By the definition of am(T), we have 
am(T, w). Thus a(T) = a,(T) = 21T’ by 2.3 and 3.9. Same proof if sm(T). 0 
3.11. If T contains a double ray and am(T), then a(T) = 21T’. 
Proof. Let x be any element of V(T*) - {w}. By am(T) and by 3.9, 
m(x) d 2!Ki = n 217-I” = rI a,.(Ty). 
vEV(T.n7-,) y E L’( T. f~ T, ) 
Hence T is asymmetrizable by Theorem 2.4. Therefore by this same result, 
a(T) = n a,(T”) = n 2”‘=2”‘. 
XEV(7.1 XEV(7.j 
Cl 
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3.12. If (T, w) is a rooted tree such that am(T, w), then a,,,(T) = 21T’. 
Proof. This is 3.6 or 3.9 if T is finite or infinite rayless, respectively. 
(a) Suppose now that T is one-ended. Let R = ( wo, wl, . . .) be the ray of T 
originating at w = wo. By Theorem 2.10, a,,(T) = n,,,,,a,,(T,), where, for 
n 2 0, Tn denotes the component of T\ R containing w,,. By am( r,, w,) and 3.9, 
a,,(T,) = 21TfiI for every n > 0. Consequently a,,,(T) = n,,,, 21T,I = 21T! 
(b) Assume that T contains a double ray. Let u be the vertex of T* closest to 
w, and (wo, . . . , ti,,) the path from w = w. to v = w,,. Denote by i the greatest 
integer dn such that T\ T is finite, where ?; := T,. for 0 <j f rz. Clearly am(T, w) 
implies am(TJ, since, for any u E V(K) and x E $(u; T), if the subtree (K)X with 
respect to the root u is different from TX, then it contains wi and thus is infinite. 
Hence, if there is a vertex y distinct from but similar to x with respect to 
Aut( T, u), then (7&, = TYr and the multiplicity of x in K with respect to 
Aut( T, u) is equal to m(y) + 1, thus still 62’T’. 
Therefore, by 3.11, a(T) =21T’ =2 ITi Now, if i >O, by formula 2.2(i), the . 
finiteness of T\ T, and the infiniteness of a(TJ, a(w;_,) = a(wi) = a(7J = 21T’. 
Hence, by repeating this argument, a,,,(T) = a(w,,) = 21T’. Cl 
3.13. In order to prove the same implication for the similarity number, we will 
introduce the operator A. 
Let (T, w) be a rooted tree, and K an infinite cardinal. Denote by A,,,,,(T), 
or simply A(T), the subtree of T defined by 
A(T):=T-U(T,:XEV\{W} and lcl<~}. 
A(T) is clearly invariant under G,,,, i.e., a(A( T)) = A(T) for any o E G,. Now, 
for any ordinal a, define A”(T) as follows: 
A”(T) := T; 
A”+‘(T) := A(A”(T)); 
A”(T) := n A”(T), if a is limit ordinal. 
p-=cu 
Because of the invariant of A, any A”(T) is invariant under the action of G,, 
hence s,(A”( T)) d s,(T). 
Denote by 6,(T, w) the ordinal at which the sequence (A”(T)) becomes 
stationary, i.e., 
a,( T, w) := min{ Ly: A”(T) = A”+‘(T)). 
3.14. lf (T, w) is a rooted tree such that sm(T, w), then s,(T) = 21T’. 
Proof. By induction on K : = 1 TI. If K 6 2'" then sm(T, w) is equivalent with 
am( T, w), thus, by 3.12, 21TI = a,(T) 6 s,,(T) c 21T’, hence s,,.(T) = 21T’. Suppose 
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that it holds for any rooted tree of cardinality <K, for some infinite cardinal K; 
and let (T, W) be such that IT1 = K. 
Case 1: There is a vertex u such that, if N(u) := {x E V(u; TJ: IT,-1 < K}, then 
LEN(u) Kl = K- 
Let (A&: i E I} be the set of (GU fl G,)-similarity classes of the elements of 
N(u). For each i E I let mi := INil and K := T(X), x E Mi. Finally let T, := UiEl T. 
Then l&l = K. Moreover, for each i E I, sm(T, W) implies sm(I;, u), thus 
sU( z) = 211;’ by the induction hypothesis if I TIC K. If I I;-1 = K, then mi = K since 
17J < K. Thus, if mi s 21T,‘, then & is infinite and 
and if mi > 21T,‘, then 
(by sm(K, u)). Hence, by Theorem 2_2(ii), 
s,(G) = 2 n s,(F) = 2 l-j 2’z’-’ = 2’&’ = 2”. 
iel iEl 
Therefore s,(T) = 2” since s,(T) 2 s,( &). 
Case 2: For any vertex u, xxENIUj l7J < K. 
We will prove that s,(T) = 2” by induction on a,( T, w). In the following, for 
any ordinal a, we will abbreviate A&,,)(T) by Ta. 
(a) &(T, W) = 0. 
This means that I q I = K for any vertex x ; thus sm( T, W) implies am( T, w); 
hence the result by 3.12. 
(b) d,(T, w) = 1. 
Then T’ # w since it must exist a neighbor x of w with I T,I = K. Thus1 T’I = K, 
sm(T’, w) and 6,(T’, w) =O. Hence s,(T’) = 2” by (a). Besides s,(T) as,(T’), 
since T’ is invariant. Therefore s,(T) = 2”. 
(c) &(T, w) = 2. 
There are two cases. 
(c.I) T2 f w. 
Then, by the same arguments as in (b) with T2 instead of T’, we get 
s,(T) = 2”. 
(c-2) T2 = w. 
Let x E V(T’)\{w}. Then I(T’),j < K = ijr,l since T2 = w. Besides, since we are 
in Case 2, for every vertex y E V(T’), the component of T,\T’ containing x, is of 
cardinality <K. Hence K is singular, and there is a family (yc)a<cf(K’ of vertices of 
(T’), such that if, for LY < cf(K), T, is the component of TY, \ T’ containing x, and 
K;I : = ITal < K, then K, < K~ if LY < /I, and K = x,.-,ft,, K~. Since the cardinais K~ 
are pairwise distinct, the vertices y, are then pairwise non-G,-similar. Further- 
more, by the first induction hypothesis, s,,( T,) = 2Ku, since K, < K and 
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sm(T,, ycy), cy < cf(K). Consequently 
s,(T) 3 17 sJTw) = n 2Ku = 2”. 
Cr<Cf(K) cY<Cf(K) 
(d) Let 6 > 2. Suppose that the result holds for any rooted tree (T’, w’) with 
IT’1 = K, sm(T’, w’), and 6,(T’, w’) < 6. Let (T, w) be such that 6,(T, w) = 6. 
6 > 2 implies the existence of an ordinal 2 3 I with 6 3 cy + 2. Then there is a 
vertex x E V(T”- T”+‘). iTxl = K since (Y > 1, and 6,(T,, x) < 6. Thus s(x) = 2” 
by the induction hypothesis. Therefore s,(T) = 2”, since s,(T) a s(x). 0 
3.15. If T is a tree such that am(T) (resp. sm(T)), then T in a-maximum (resp. 
s-maximum). 
Proof. (a) Assume am(T). Let w be a vertex of T, and x a neighbor of w. By 
am(T) we have am( T(x), x), thus a,,,( T(x)) = 21T(*)I by 3.12. Hence T is 
a-maximum. 
(b) Same proof if sm(T), by 3.14. Cl 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. This result with Remark 3.2(2) 
generalize a large part of Corollary 2.6 for upward extendable trees. But 
condition (iii) of that theorem states that, if an upward extendable tree T is 
a-maximum, then its asymmetrizing number is 2 ITi We will prove that this result . 
holds for almost any a-maximum tree. 
Theorem 3.16. Let T be an a-maximum (resp. s-maximum j tree. Then a(T) = 21T’ 
(resp. s(T) = 21Tl) if and only if T is infinite or T has a jked point. 
Proof. If T is finite and 
Proposition 2.3, 
a(T) = (7) and s(T)=(y+‘) 
fixed-point-free, and if [u, v] is its fixed edge, then, by 
if 7- is a-maximum. Then, simpie caicuius shows that a(T j and s(‘T j are different 
from 21Tl. 
Assume now that T is infinite or has a fixed point. If T is a-maximum (resp. 
s-maximum), then the result is a consequence of 3.6 if T is finite, since any vertex 
is then fixed; of 3.10 if T is infinite rayless; of 3.12 (resp. 3.14) taking a fixed point 
for w , or with 2.11 if T is one-ended, according as T has a fixed point or none. 
If T contains a double ray, then the result is a consequence of 3.11 if T is 
a-maximum, and we will now prove it when T is s-maximum. First notice that 
T = T* U UxEv(~,~Tx- 
(a) Let T_ := T\U(T”: x E V(T,), and l< IT”1 < w}. Clearly ITI = (T-1. 
(a.1) We first prove that sm(T_). Let w E V(T_) and x E V(w; T_). 
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If (T_), is rayless, then (T-), = T,, and (T_)(X) = T(x). Thus the multiplicity 
m_(x) of x in (T_, w) is m_(x) = m(x) ~2~~’ = 21t’-)1i. 
If (T_)_ has a ray, then K := I(T-)_J = I7J is infinite. Let [xl- be the 
G,-similarity class of x in T- ; and let {Mi: i E I} be the set of G,-similarity 
classes in T of the elements of [xl-. The cardinal of I is at most equal to the 
number of distinct isomorphism types of trees of cardinality K, thus is ~2”. 
Let I’:= {~EI: lMilS2”}, and I”:=i\l’. We have 
m-(x) = lb]-I = C INI= C IMil + C IMl* 
iEI iesl’ iel” 
If I”= 0, then m_(x) = Ci,=l* IMil d (2”))*=2’: Suppose I”#@. Then A?_(X) =: 
Ciel* lMil>2”. Let n := 2K, m :=m_(x), and mi := IMil, i ~1”. We have to show 
that fin = 2”. First .@r = Cier 6 since the set of cardinals cm is cearly 
r(m) = iJigz* r(mi). Then 
(since 11”l s n). Thus, since, by sm( T), i$ = 2))f for any i E I”, we get 
iel” iEi” 
(a-2) T_ is stable with respect to Aut T. Then s(T) 2 s(T_). 
(b) Assume now that TX is infinite for everi x E V(T, j such that T” Zx, i.e., 
T = T_. Let T+ be the upward extendable tree obtained by adding, to each 
endpoint x of T, a ray R, originating at x, having only this vertex in common with 
T, and such that R, and Ry are disjoint if x # y. Clearly I T( = 1 T+I, and 
T+ = (T+)- = (T+),. 
(b. 1) XVe first prove that sm( T+). Let w E V( T+) and x E V(w; T+). If w or x is 
not a vertex of T, then the multiplicity m+(x) of x in (T+ , w) is 1. Suppose that w 
and x are vertices of T. Using the same arguments and notations of (al), with 
(T+), instead of (T_),, and K:= I(T+)Xl = co -t- Izl, we get m+(x) s 2”. 
I~ 3\ Thprpfrrsp hrr 3.14, E,(T+ j = 21T+’ \“.a, * IaY.w.V.Y. “J = ZiT1 fnt mv vertex w of T+; hence ___ ___, . -- _a__ 
s(T+) = 21T’ by Proposition 2.7. Let x E V( T*) be such that TX #xx. By sm(T”, x) 
and 3.9, s,(T”) = 2 IT” Denote by T”, the component of T+ \ T* containing x. We . 
have sm( T”,, xj by (b-l), thus s,( T”,) = 21T :I by 3.14. Hence s,( Tz) = s,(T”) 
since TX and Tz have the same cardinality. 
Let 5@(x) (resp. 5?+(x)) be a set of one representative of each similarity class of 
sets of vertices of TX (resp. Tz) which do not contain x. Since 3+(x) and B!(x) 
have the same cardinality 21Tx’, there is a bijection fx between these two sets. 
These bijections can be chosen so that, if x and y are similar in T, then, for any 
A E S+(x) and B E s+(y), A and B are similar in T+ if and only iff,(A) andf,(B) 
are similar in T. 
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Let Y+ := {SE V(T+): S n (V(Tz)\{x}) E 9+(x) for any x E V(T*)}. For any 
set S of vertices of T+ there is obviously an S’ E Y+ which is similar with S. Hence 
~(a+) is equal to the cardinality of the set of similarity classes of elements of 9+. 
For any S E 9+ define 
5” := S n V(T,) U LJ{L(S n (V(T”+)\{x})): x E V(T,) and 7’” #x}. 
Let A, B E Y+ be such that BI = a[+] for some o E Aut T. Since T* is stable 
with respect to Aut 7’, we have B n V(T,) = o[A n V(T,)]. Let x E V(T,) be 
such that TX f x, and let y = (JX. Then&@ n (V(TY,)\{y})) = a[f,(A n (V(T”,)\ 
{x}))], thus, by the definition of fX and f,, there is an automorphism ax,, between 
(T”,, x) and (TY+, y). Hence 
o, := o 1 V(T,) UU{a,,,:x E V(T,) and T” fx} 
is an automorphism of T+ such that B = a+[A]. 
Therefore, if A and B are nonsimilar elements of Sp,, then Ar and B, are 
nonsimilar. Thus s(T) 3 s( a+) = 21T’, hence s(T) = 21T’. 
(c) Finally, by (a) and (b), if T is any tree containing a double ray with sm(T), 
then s(T) 2 s( T_) 2 s(( T-)+) = 21T-’ = 21T’, hence s(T) = 21T’. 0 
Remark 3.17. We conclude by showing that there exists a-maximum (thus 
s-maximum) rayless trees of almost arbitrary cardinality. More precisely: Giverz 
any cardinal K f 0, 3, 5 there is an a-maximum rayless tree of cardinality K. 
Proof. (a) We will use the following operation. Given a family ((&, wi))i~~ of 
rooted trees, we define the sum of this family as the rooted tree (T, w) obtained 
by forming the disjoint union of the trees (?;, Wi), and joining each Wi to a new 
vertex w. Note that the sum of any family of rayless trees is rayless. On the other 
hand, for any nonnegative integer n, we will denote by (Pn, a,) the path of length 
n rooted at one of its endpoints. 
(b) For K = 1,2,4,6 let TK =PK_-I. For 7s K< a~ let (TK, wK) be the sum of 
V%,a& (4, a,) and (C--5, a,+$ Let K 2 co. Suppose that ( TA, We) is defined for 
any A, 7 d a < K. Then: 
if K is a limit cardinal, (T,, w,) is the sum of one copy of every (TA, w*), 
7&b=<; 
if K = it+, then ( TK, wK) is the sum of K copies of (q, We). 
In each case, TK is clearly a-maximum, rayless, and of cardinaltiy K. Cl 
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